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SUMMARY

The Sunshine Creek properly is located in an area of favour-

able host rocks for tin/tungsten mineralization. Known occurrences

in the area include Clear Creek tin, Dublin Gulch tungsten, and

Campbell Chibougamau tin occurrences. Anomalous values in drill holes

on the Sunshine Creek property were encountered by Cominco in 1979.

Values \dere up to 2.257" tin over 25 foot widths with recoverable values

in silver. No serious exploration attempt was made to investigate

the area for skarn/scheelite deposits.

Further assessment is required on the Sunshine Creek

ProPerty. Areas of interest include the skarns around Zone B and

tourmalinized breccia zones at Zones A, B, and c. Possible high tin

c.oncentrations are projected at depth in the granitic host belov these

breccia sl.ruclures . Due to the high cost of drilling operations,

especially in the Yukon, further indirect methods are recommended

including geochemistry and geophysics over the area of interest.

Positive results will be used in order to locate further drilting includ-

ing deep holes into the granite body underlying Zones A and B.

Approximately 50 kilometres of grid work have been recommended at

a total estimated cost of $130.000 to be expended over a period of four

months.

Knowledge of these'Yukon tin deposits is not thorough and

their exploration is a relatively new Canadian experience. This may

result in higher exploration costs and longer lead time to production.
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INTRODUCTION

Following a brief property inspection on August 3rd, 1981,

Sawyer Consultants 1nc. agreed on August 13th, 1981 to provide geo-

logical consulting services on the Sunshine Creek prospect of Pacific

Ridge Resources Corporation. ln further written communication to

Mr. Harry L. WiIliams, President of the Corporation, on August 27th,

Sawyer Consultants Inc. agreed to provide a report on the property

including recommendations for a 1982 vork program. A preliminary

discussion and review indicated need for geophysical surveys and a

pan concentrate stream survey. lt was agreed that the pan concentrate

qurvey could proceed during the completion of the report in order that

some further assessment could' be made using the new data in con-

junction with the past information during the 1981 season. This 33

sample survey was completed by Sawyer Consultants lnc. during the

period September 5ttr to September 25th, 1981. A summary of the

preliminary assessment with recommendations for the 1982 program are

contained herein.
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PROPERTY LOCATION ACCESS TITLE

The Sunshine Creek property of Pacific Ridge Resources

Corporation lies lr2 kllometres west of the town of Mayo, Yukon Territory

on the McQuesten map sheet, NTS 115P, at longitude 63015'N, iatitude

135030 ' W . lt lies within the Mayo Mining District. Access to the

property is approximately twenty minutes by belicopter from Mayo.

Road access to within five miles of the property and to the south side

of the McQuesten River is via the Highet Creek road which services

placer operations at Johnson Creek. The condition of this road is not

Presently known although seasonal placer operations took place in 1981.

The claim group is comprised of 216 units as follows:

Claim Name No. of Claims Record Nos. Expiry Date

Blx t-ztt

A 1-128

sP 1-40

SP L2

sP 53-62

sP 64

sP 73-8/.,

24

128

LO

I

10

I

12

216

YA38290-YA38313 Sept. 20, 1982

YA30393-YA30520 May 29, 198/,

YA39308-YA393|7 May 28, 1984

YA39349 May 28, 1984

YA39360-YA39369 May 28, 198/1

YA39371 May 28, 1984

YA39380-YA39391 May 28, 1984

Atl of the above claims are registered to Mr. Gordon F.

Dickson of Whitehorse. On May 1st, 1981 Pacific Ridge Resources

Corporation signed an option agreement with Mr. Dickson whereby the

Corporation ac.guired the right further to explore the property in return

for a cash consideration.
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HISTORY

Wood tin and crystal cassiterite have been known to occur

in placer gold black sands of the Klondike in the Mayo-McQuesten area

since the early 1940's, (Bostock l9/,2, 1951). Aho ,1949, tg6a) reported

that heavy mineral concentrates contained up to 25% tin at Clear Creek

and Arizona Creek, 30.8% at Haggart creek, and numerous quartz

pebbles and cobbles at Dublin Gulch contained 807"-90% cassiterite.

A lode deposit at Dublin Gulch was also found in l9t*3, (Mulligan 1975).

It has been stated that tin recoveries are very sporadic and consistent

economic concentrations are non-existent in the placers.

Recent exploration in the Yukon and Alaska has developed

an interesting number of tin/tungsten prospects in the alkaline

intrusives north of the Tintina Trench from Watson Lake to beyond

Fairbanks. ln the area around Mayo-McQuesten a number of prospects

have been developed by Canada Tungsten Corporation, Campbeli

Chibougamau Mines Ltd. and Cominco.

Canada Tungsten Corporation has been working in the Dublin

Gulch and Clear Creek areas. Dublin Gulch has potenrial for a high

grade tungsten property, and it will likely be developed in the near

future. Present work in the Clear Creek area has indicated high grade

but sporadic tin values in greisen (Canada Tungsten Corporation

- personal communication).

ln tglg Campbell Chibougamau Mines Ltd. announced values

uP to l% tin in core lengths in excess of t, metres (George Cross News

Letter October 4th, 1979',. Their property lies on the opposite or south

SAWYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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side of t.he McQuesten River from the Pacific Ridge Resources Corporation

Sunshine Creek property.

1979 drilling and grid vork by Cominco on the Pacific Ridge

Sunshine Creek property have indicated at least three zones of

anomalous high grade tin values. Approximately 20 kilometres of

detailed grid work h'ere completed over zones A and B (Figure 5).

This included mapping, geochemistry and drilling on two main breccia

structures adjacent the Sunshine Creek intrusive. Drill holes SC79'l

and SC79-2 in Zone B intersected anomalous values in tin, silver,

coPPer, lead and zinc. Holes SC79-3 to SC79-5 provided more encourag-

.ing results especially in hole SC79-4 which assayed 0.28% tin over

25 feet. DDH SC 79-5 produced two 5 foot intersections of 0.28% tin

and 0.25% ttn. The option vas dropped in 1980.

SAVYYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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GEOLOGY

Regional Geology (Figure 3)

The Sunshine Creek area is characterized by numerous high

level intrusions. They are Cretaceous Coast Range bodies of variable

composition ranging from "moderately alkaline and mafic to felsic and

acidic types" (Bostock, 7949, 1954). These intrude the Yukon Group

which consists of sedimentary, volcanic and metamorphic rocks of

Precambrian(?) age.

lntrusives

The extrusive/intrusive rocks represent a series of Cretaceous/

Jurassic pha ses of magmatic differentiation. The following table gives

some comparison between the Yukon tin occurrences and other tin

provinces of the world.

Table I

Tin Granite Sequence of Intrusion

Yukon/McQuesten

Volcanic Cycle:

Niggria Plateau (Generalized)

- porphyritic volcanic flows, - rhyolite, explosion breccias,
breccias, agglomerates, trachyte, early basic dykes (hornblende
gabbro, peridotite, diabase. micro-gabbro).

- aplite?

Granitic Cycle:

alkaline mafic syenite,
monzonite.

guartz feldspar porphyry.
Ievidence of further differenti-
ation at depth(?)l

- quartz porphyries.

- felsic, acidic granites r granite,
granodiorite, quartz monzonite.

- granite porphyry stage - horn-
blende, biotite granite - biotite
granite - hornblende granite -
granite porphyry.

- late stage dykes. - late dolerites.

Reference (Cominco 1979; Macleod l97l; Bostock L9/r2l

SAWYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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Tasmanian tin tungsten deposits are generally associated

wil.h acidic granitoid rocks ranging from two- mica granites to quartz

feldspar porphyries, (Solomon 1981). Complex differentiation in the

Nigerian granites is probably better known due to the greater exposure

and more extensive weathering. Ten to fifteen phases of granitic

intrusions are identified in the numerous granitic complexes of the

Plateau geological province. They are believed to be weathered up

to t\ro kilometres below . the cupola or roof of the initial intrusions.

In the Tasmanian case, however, the degree of weathering has not

been as extensive and the exposure of this complex may not be in
evidence at surface. ln the Mayo-McQuesten area weathering is even

less intense and only initial indications or "cupolas" (Mulligan, 1979)

of differentiated granites and ring dyke structures have been exposed.

Relative degrees of tin production in the three areas may also be

evidence of the fact that the final and key phase of the tin bearing

differentiates have yet to be exposed especially in the yukon case.

Stratabound Basement Rocks

The Palaeozoic/Proterozoic basement host is similar in al]

previously mentioned tin areas. These rock types host deposits related

to the chemistry of late stage differentiation and structural features

that intersect them. The Sunshine Creek area is underlain by the

upper Yukon Group basement consisting of schist, quartzite, phyllite

and limestone. The package is characterized by generally uniform

mica schist and- micaceous quartzite. Occasional massive lenses of

crystalline limestone are interbedded with the micaceous granites.

SAVYYER CONSULTAiITS INC.
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Structure

The most prominent local structure of the Mayo-McQuesten

area is an east trending anticline the axis of which cuts through the

centre of the Sunshine creek property. This uplift or " doming" may

be the result of a large extrusive event that is expressed at surface

by numerous small plugs. "Transverse and oblique secondary faults

are probably of major importance to mineralization" (Mulligan, 1975).

The other major feature is the Tintina Trench, a regional tectonic feature

that traverses the Yukon Territory and Alaska. Both Tasmanian and

Nigerian tin provinces are spatially related to similar continental

margin or failed rift systems.

Local Geology (Figure 5)

The local geology has been mapped by Butrenchuk of Cominco

Ltd. (1979). His work outlined in more detail the Sunshine Creek

intrusive and the sedimentary stratigraphic units into which it was

emplaced. The main intrusive body which is in the centre of the

claim grouP f s quartz monzonite and porphyritic quartz monzonite.

The Yukon Group basement rocks are comprised of quartz muscovite

schist, chlorite schist, graphitic schist with quartzite, some ]imestone,

and guartz biotite schist, and spotted by a tight schist, phyllite,
guartz feldspar porphyryr eudrtz muscovite schist, foli,ated quartzite

and limestone.

lntrusives

The surface area of the

Sunshine intrusive is approximately 6

the centre of the property. It has

main quartz monzonite bo4y or

square kilometres occupying

been cut by several late stage

SAT,TIYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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dykes of guartz feldspar porphyry and aplite. These dykes also have

cut the sedimentary package in several places. A quartz feldspar

porphyry concordant with the sedimentary package has also been mapped

but is not believed to be related to the later Cretaceous intrusives
(Cooke, 19791.

Stratabound Basement Rocks

A package of micaceous schists, guartzites, minor Jimestones

and phyllites cover the remainder of the claim area. ln general they

trend northeast-southwest but local deformation around the intrusive

body has altered the strikes of bedding to run parallel to the intrusive

gontact in places. As previously stated (see Regional Geology), the

greatest mass of the upper Yukon Group consists of interbedded quartz

muscovite schist and micaceous quartzites. Minor amounts of limestone,

calc-silicate and skarn are also in evidence especially in the north-

central Part of the claim group adjacent to the northernmost boundary

of the intrusive.

Structure

As previously mentioned, the axis of an eabt-trending anti-

cline Passes through the property at the south end of the Sunshine

intrusive, the northern limb of which contains interesting and anomalous

values in tungsten, silver and tin in structurally controlled zones.

Mulligan emphasized the possible importance of transverse and oblique

faults that aided in the localization of mineralization in the area.

Zones A and B are both in areas that have been projected to have

fault features that are represented by breccia trains along a fault

path. These are both northeast-southwest trending features that appear

SAVYYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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to be oblique to bedding and to the axis of the anticline. The South

Zone also has an outcrop of breccia just off the southwest edge of

the Property. Small structural. features are also represented in greisen-

ized zones that were visible in the core but these are relatively minor.

Pneumatolytic alteration is a key mineralizing feature in
this area as well as in other environments similar to it. This type

of alteration is represented by greisening and tourmalinization and

results from the action of the final differentiates of a magma in the

gaseous state. Deposition of the relevant minerals is along structural

planes.

' Greisening is of three basic types:

( t ) The most common of all greisen occurs in silica ric.h veins

within the granitic. host and appears on the walls of the

quartz vein structure. lt consists basically of a large

amount of micaceous material which can often be high in
such elements as lithium, boron, and fluorine.

Q\ A second type of greisen is a type of igneous fock similar

to aplite and pegmatite which is in fact an intrusive differ-

entiate and consists of dykes of white mica and quartz.

(3) Larger bodies of greisenized material may occur at the

periphery of a granitic intrusion or within the granitic

intrusion itself. ln general they are not related to
structural features and might therefore be considered as

an intrusive phase of their own. Examples of both type

(1) and type (3) are seen in outcroppings and in drill
core on the Sunshine Creek property.

SAWYER CONSULTAIT|TS lNC.
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Tourmalinization accompanies greisenization. Tourmaline is

often a normal constituent of acid and alkalai types of granites.

It is very much in evidence in the breccia zones of the Sunshine Creek

property both at surface and in drill core. lt is expected that the

tourmaline breccias are in fact high level expressions of what would

be encountered at depth as intense greisenization of the granitic cupola

and roof rocks.

Types of Tin Deposits

Classification of tin deposits is not a thoroughly understood

subject. Among the parameters considered in recent publications are

form , geological environment, mineralogy, inferred temperature and

mode of deposition. Mulligan presents a general classification and

Solomon presents classifications with specific reference to Tasmania.

Table ll is a brief summary of the classifications. To date there

have been no deposits of the magmatic dissemination type found in
Canada. Most other types of mineralization are in evidence atthough

not many of these known showings are of economic importance at the

Present time. The known showings around the Sunshine Creek area

are basically Pneumatolytic hydrothermal veins comprised of quartz,

greisen, and tourmaline. They may in fact be high level indications

of a more mineralized lower level source. The videspread occurrence

of high level cupola intrusions into the Yukon Group throughout the

north side of the Tintina Trench is an indication of a possibly highly

differentiated granitic suite at depth. Therefore it is important to

consider at least three types of possible tin deposits in the area

(Figure 4).

SAWYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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(1) Pneumatoiytic hydrothermal veins.

Q) Magmatic disseminations.

(3) Skarn.

This does not preclude the existence of any other types but the design

of the exploration program is cenlered around the discovery of these

types . of mineralization. At present in Zones A, B and C quartz

tourmaline veins and lodes are known to exist and to contain anomalous

values in tin and silver along with geochemical highs in copper, lead

and zinc. Due to the exotic suites of minerals often associated with

guartz greisen tin deposits two samples taken by Sawyer Consultants

Jt". in August of 1981 were tested for lithium, columbium and tantalum

as well as tungsten, tin, copper, silver and goid. High lithium

conlents up to 0.013% were indicated. In a sample of the A Zone

breccia a very minor amount of tantalum was also detected. The B

zone breccia, although higher in tin, did not produce as high a value

in lithium but did report tantalum. The high lithium content is due

to the lithium bearing micas associated with greisening. It has been

known to occur in quantities that would make its recovery an economic

by-product in production of lode deposits in Nigeria (Hawkins, l98l).
The anomalous exotic mineral contents in the samples taken, i.e. lithium

and possibly tantalum, indicate that there is a possible magmatic

dissemination system in 'existence in the granitic rock beneath the

Yukon Group cover at the Sunshine Creek property. Zones A and B

illustrate pneumatolytic and hydrothermal alteration in brec.cia zones

in basement rocks believed to be above a zone of guartz greisening

in the granites beneath. They are themselves potential targets for

SA\IIIYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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economic development as also are their projected possible magmatic

dissemination or guartz greisen sources below.

ln Zone B a significant amount of limestone and skarn has

been mapped. Given the existence of very important skarn d.eposits

in the Dublin Gulch area these become a very important potential

target as vell. None of these skarn areas or limestone areas have

been intersected or sampled for scheelite or tin-bearing minerals by

the drilling completed to date.

It is of interest to note that virtually all tin production

in Nigeria has been alluvlal,/eluvial whereas hardrock mining has

predominared in Tasmania. Tin ',production,' in the yukon to date

has been predominantly from alluvial sources but no true economic

quantities have yet been discovered. Nev hardrock discoveries in

the Territory have been made since exploration for the metal has

increased sharply (Dupont, Canada Tungsten).

SAWYER CONSULTANTS ING.
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1982 PROPOSED PROGRAM

Basic objectives of the 1982 program are further to delineate

sreas of interest and provide deep drilling targets and targets in
areas of nev/ potential. In order to achieve this the following is
rec.ommended.

Grid Work

The tb'o isolated Cominco Grids on Zones A and B provided

some results over these specific areas. However in order to provide

conlinuous and consistent results over the entire area of interest a

more extensive grid over both areas is proposed. Fouow up work in

anomalous zones will be on a smaller scalc including fitl-in lines and

fill-in sample poinls.

Geophysics

Two basic objectives of the geophysic.s program are to

estimate the depth and size of the intrusive and to delineate any

structures that may be mineralized. Magnetics is proposed as an aid

in defining the limits of the intrusive. lt is believed that the

structural features may best be expressed in 'terms of resistivity.

Due to the low disseminated sulphide content IP effect may help to
delineate zones of increased metal content. Both resistivity and IP

factor will be provided through an induced polarization survey.

Geochemistry

Prevjous geochemical sampling provided little or no useful

data in terms of anomalous zones of tin and tungsten, however the

methods of sample treatment were not consistent with the procedures

recommended for these two elements. With a larger grid and increased

SAIIVYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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line spacing a more regional look at anomalous values of copper, Iead,

zinc , tin and tungsten will be presented. Treatment must include

crushing of all mesh sizes of the soil sample and digestion of the same.

Coincident 1P-geochemical anomalies will therefore provide

targets for deeper drilling.

Geology

Further detailed prospecting and sampling will be required

on the neh' grid with an interpreted geological map to be presented.

Attention will also be paid to the possible existence of scheelite deposirs

within the skarn horizons. The results of the geochemical stream

sediment sampling survey indicate generally very low values in gold

with only one sample reporting a value of 0.01 oz. /ton Au. of the

other 32 samples , 28 reported values of 0.002 oz./ton Au or less.

Of the remaining four, sample No. SS 6, which reported a value of

0.007 oz./lon Au was the highest.

With reference to the tin results four of the 33 samples

reported values of 0.1% Sn or greater, and of these four, three urere

samples numbers ss 1, ss 2, and Ss 3, which returned values of o.l2%,

0.15%, a.nd 0.26% tin respectively. These samples are on a southern

(north flowing) tributary of Sunshine Creek in the southeastern corner

of the grid, to the southeast of the A Zone and south of the B Zone.

Clearly these samples are anomalous and will require' further follow-

up work.

Sample No. SS 31 which was taken from Sunshine Creek

immediately upstream of the point at which the trace of the east-west

trending anticlinal structure crosses it returned a value of 0.15% Sn.

SAUIYER CONSULTAiTTS NC.
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The closest samples to the southeast, northwest, and southwest all

reported lower values although sample SS 30, the nexl sample upstream

from sample SS 31, did report a slightly higher than background value

of 0.O1,% tin. Some further investigation of th is area would be

warranted.

Referring to the tungsten values, it can be seen that seven

of the 33 samples returned values of 0.01% tungsten or greater and

three of these seven are again samples ss 1, ss 2, and ss 3, which

had correspondingly anomalous values in tin, and 0.01 oz. /ton gold

in sample ss 3. of the remaining samples, numbers SS 5, reporting

i value of 0.025% tungsten and SS ll+, reporting a similar tungsten

content' are adjacent samples on Sunshine Creek and a southern

tributary located immediately east of the base line and of the A Zone

area. Samples SS 30 and SS 31 which, as we discussed above, showed

slightly higher tin values also reported anomalous values in tungsten

of 0.03% W and 0.05% W.

While it is true that none of these results are outstanding,

the tin values returned from 5S 1, SS 2, and tt I, with corresponding

above background tungsten values, clearly indicate an area for further

vork. Similarly the area to the southeast of Zone A near the base

line 0+0O, represented by samples SS 6 and SS lA, deserve some further

attention, Ee also does the general area of samples 5S 30 and SS 31.

These areas vill be followed up with further geology and prospecting

and possible grid extensions into areas of interest. The following

cost estimates provide for the completion of the above work.

SAWYER CONSULTANTS INC.
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Budget

Mobi I izat ion,/Dem ob iliz at ion

Air fare
Freight
Helicopter - 3 hours @ $450.00/hr.
t+ men - A days @ $750.00/day

Grid Work

L2 man days @ $150.00/day

Geochemistry

Sample collection -
t2 man days @ $150.00/man day

Analyses - Soil. 1200 samples @ $10.75lsample

Geophysics

Mobi I izat ion,/Demob i liz at ion

Air fare
Freight
Helicopter -

2 hours @ $450.00/hr.

I.P.
2 operators and equipment -

45 days @ $500.00/day
2 helpers -

90 man days e $150.00/day

Magnetics

20 man days e $150.00/man day

Geology

2l man days e $200.00,/man day

50 analyses @ $25.00 average

$ 2,610

40,500

3,000

$45, 1 10 45,110

$4,200

1 ,250

5,450

s2,120

500

1 ,350

3,000

s7,270

$ 5,300

12 ,900

$19,2oo

$ 7,270

5,300

19,200

$1,210

500

900

$2,510

$27,000

13,500

$40,500

This tagort ,*, ,ro, bc rcproducctl h wholc or in ptrt wifhoJt ttlc w'incn pcrmission ol Srurycr Coosunanb lnc.
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Other Travel
Air fares
Helicopter - 5 hours @ $450.00/hr.

Camp Costs

Infrastructure - 90 days

Supplies - 395 man days

Expediting

Consulting and Supervision

30 days @ $300.00/day

Report Costs

Contingency @ l0%

@ $50.00/day
@ $25.00/man day

$2,000

2,250

$4,250

$ 4,500

9,875
I,0oo

$15,375

L,250

15.375

9' 000

5'000

$1 1 7,955

1 1 ,700

Say $130,@0

Schedule

The estimated total time of completion of the proposed work

is three months. A breakdown of the timing is presented in Table

III.
Depending on weather conditions the program could probably

start by mid-June.

SAWYER CONS U LTANTS IN C.
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coNcLusIoNs

(1)

(2\

The sunshine creek property lies within a belt of favourable

tin bearing differentiated intrusives.

The apparent lack of similarity with other tin granite

provinces is possibly related to the high level or cupola

exposure of the intrusive bodies in the Mayo-McQuesten

area.

Given a potentially analagous situation and the fact that

high grade tinltungsten has been discovered in adjacent

and similar areas (Clear Creek, Dublin Gulch, Swift River)

exploration targets are projected in:

(a) Roof rocks along favourable structures (Zones A and B).

(b) Skarn zones in favourable stratigraphy (Zone B).

(c) Magmatitic disseminations in granitic rocks (at depth,

Zones A, B, C).

The present drill indicated zones of anomalous values require

further delineation to indicate structures in depth. New

structures and targets may also be indicated by this work.

Diagnostic geophysical features are expected to be low

resistivity, possibly high metal factors and magnetic

signatures.

Past geochemical surveys failed to indicate any tin,/tungsten

trends. Special sample trealment is required including

crushing of all size fractions prior to analysis. Diagnostic

geochemical trace elements include lithium,/boron as well

as tin/tungsten. A review of the previous sampling and

SAWYER CONSULTAITITS lNC.

(3)

(L)

(5)

(5)
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drill cores may also help further to determine anomalous

values in the Sunshine Creek area.

0) The winning of tin from hardrock deposits has not met with

much economic success in other areas of the world in recent

times . It is a difficult metal to explore for and to mine.

ln that the Canadian experience for these types of deposits

is very limited there is a need for more continued experienc.e

over time. Therefore, the cost of developing the necessary

geological models and exploration technology are that much

greater.

SAWY E R CO N S U LTANT,SIN C.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Prior to any further drilling attempts on the property,

more indirect approaches to evaluation are recommended.

( 1 ) Geochemistry

A large grid (50 line km. ) covering a1l of the known areas

of interest is recommended as control for geochemical

surveys. Special sample treatment is required in order

to determine the tin and tungsten contents. The estimated

cost of this vork is $19,200. Close spaced follow up work

is recommended in areas of interest.

. (2) Geophysics

Contract lP and magnetic geop.hysical surveys are recom-

mended over the 50 line km. grid. Dipole-dipole IP is

recommended here although a cheaper and quicker method

of pole-dipole will be tested on site prior to final surveying.

AII follow up work over anomalies of interest will be carried

out on dipole-dipole surveys. The estimated cost for total

dipole-dipole surveys is $45,110.

(3) Geology

Further geological mapping, prospecting and sampling is

recommended on the proposed grid. This will include follow

up of the indications provided by the stream sediment

samples. The estimated cost is $57,050.

(4) The total cost of the program including catnp, mobilization/

demobilization, consulting, and reporting is estimated at

$13O,OOO. The projected schedule is over a four month

period.

SATII/YER CONS U LTANTS IN C.
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Due to the geological and geochemical similarities with other

tin,/tungsten environments both in the yukon and other parts

of the vorld, exploration should be concentrated in areas

of skarn and tourmalinized breccia structures.

Respectfully subrnitted,

SAWYER CONSULTANTS INC.

L...-.f
l---.-

F.G.A. C.Greg Hawkins,

SATIYY ER CONSULTANTS INC.
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Q)

CERTIFICATE

l, T.E. Gregory Havkins, DO HEREBY CERTIFy:

(1) That I am a Consulting Geologist, of Savyer Consultants lnc.,
wirh business offices ar lZ01 675 Uesr Hastings St. , Vancouver,

British columbia, v5B 1N2.

That I am a graduate in geology of rhe universiry of Alberta,

Edmonton (B.Sc. 1973), and of McGitl Univcrsily, Monrrcal (M.Sc.

1979).

(3) That I have practised virhin the geological profcssion for the

past rvel.r. y.ir.

That I am a Fellow of the Geologic.al Associalion of Canada.

That the information and opinions contained in the attached report

are based on personal observations made on the Sunshine Creek

property on August 3rd and September 15th-16th, l98l, and general

research of tin deposits and the Mayo-Mceuesten area.

That I own no interest in the shares or securities of Pacific

Ridge Resources corporation or the subject property, nor do I

expect to receive any interest.

T. Greg Havrkins. F.G.A.C.

Dared !t Vlncouver, British Columbia. this 20th day of October, 1981.
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